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MN/DOT Specification   
Vertical Mount Luminaire  

With 250 or 400 Watt High Pressure Sodium Lamps 
03/25/2011 

 
1. LISTING REQUIREMENTS 
 

1.1. The Luminaire shall be listed by a National Recognized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) as defined by the 
U.S. Department of Labor. The testing laboratory must be listed by OSHA in its scope of recognition 
for the applicable tests being conducted as required by this specification.  A list of recognized testing 
labs for products sold in the United States may be found on the U.S. Department of Labor’s web site: 

                          http://www.osha.gov/ 
 

1.2. The Luminaire shall be listed and labeled by a NRTL as being in compliance with UL 1598 and 
suitable for use in wet locations. 

1.3. Shall meet the light level performance requirements as listed in section 4 of this specification. 
 

2. HOUSING: 
 

2.1. Shall have a die cast aluminum housing. 
2.2. Shall be painted gray to increase corrosion resistance. 
2.3. All hardware on the exterior of the housing including cover and latch shall be stainless steel, zinc or 

steel with zinc alloy electroplate and chromate top coat . 
2.4. Shall be easy to open when properly mounted. 
2.5. Shall have a hinged door that can be easily removed for quick maintance. 
2.6. Shall be easy to open when sitting on its back side when placed on the ground.  
2.7. Shall have readily accessible internal parts. 
2.8. Shall have provisions for a cylindrical knuckle slip fitter mount for 1.9 inch to 3 inch O.D. pipe.       
2.9. Shall have a knuckle slip fitter mount that allows 2.75 inches of the pole tenon to be inserted in the 

luminaire mounting assembly. The mounting assembly knuckle shall be adjustable and locking with 
aiming degree marker to provide precise and secure angle adjustment to orient the luminaire head with 
the roadway for proper light distribution.   

2.10. Shall have a slip fitter mount assembly with 3 bolts for set screws securing the assembly to the light 
pole tenon. 

2.11. Shall have a knuckle slip fitter mount housing that rest on the pole tenon to allow for the luminiare to 
be seated level. 

2.12. Shall have a knuckle slip fitter mount with a wiring access compartment and removable access cover 
with rubber gasket for splicing 12-2 UF cable coming up the pole and the luminaire flexible cord 
cable. 

2.13. Shall be compliant with American National Standard (ANSI) IEEE C136.31 Roadway Lighting 
Equipment -Luminaire Vibration for both normal applications and bridge and overpass applications. 

2.14. Shall have tool-less entry into the Luminaire for fast relamping and service. 
2.15. Shall have a NEMA identification label which denotes lamp wattage and type. This label shall be 

located on the exterior of the housing and shall be legible from the ground 
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3. ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 

3.1. Shall have an integral ballast 
3.2. Shall have a ballast with precision wound windings all being made of copper. Aluminum windings are 

unacceptable. 
3.3. Shall be dual tap, 3 coil, magnetic regulator (mag-reg) ballast with the following voltage inputs (120, 

240 VAC) at 60 hertz. 
3.4. Shall have a ballast rated for 200C, Class N insulation system. 
3.5. Shall have a ballast that has a Ballast Factor = 1.0 
3.6. Shall have a ballast that performs per American National Standards Institute (ANSI), ANSI_ANSLG 

C78.42-2007 Lamp Operating Limits (trapezoid graph of lamp voltage verses lamp wattage). 
3.7. Shall have a ballast that has a power factor of .95 or greater. 
3.8. Shall have a ballast that has total harmonic distortion of  25% or less  
3.9. Shall have a ballast that is tabbed for push on terminal connections. Wire nut termination is not 

acceptable.  
3.10. Shall have ballast, capacitor, and starting circuit that contain no polychlorinated biphenyl’s (PCB’s).  
3.11. Shall have a E39 mogul base with a minimum rating of  1500w, 600v, 4kVA   
3.12. Shall have internal wiring that is UL listed 16AWG and rated for 200 degrees C (392 degrees F).  
3.13. Shall be capable of starting and operating an HPS lamp with a lamp operating voltage of 90 – 115 

VAC. 
3.14. Shall have an easily replaceable plug-in igniter with permanently mounted socket which shall be 

capable of starting an ANSI S50, 250w or ANSI S51, 400w HPS lamp. No tools will be required for 
replacement of the plug in igniter.  

3.15. Shall have an igniter that is encapsulated.  
3.16. Shall have a 3 station, tunnel lug terminal block with a 3/C No. 16 AWG 9/16 O.D. type 

SEOOW/STOOW (Service Oil Resistant, Other Substances, Water Resistant) seoprene flexible cord 
cable.  The cable shall be CSA/UL, plus 105 degrees Celsius and minus 50 degrees Celsius 
temperature extremes with superb flexibility and rated 600V.   

3.17. Shall have a seoprene flexible cord cable routed internally from the luminaire terminal block to the 
knuckle slip fitter mount wiring access junction compartment. Sufficient excess length of the cord 
cable shall be provided at the wiring access junction compartment to allow for ample room to splice to 
the 12-2 UF cable coming up the pole.  

3.18. Shall have a cable strain relief by the compression plate between the luminaire housing and knuckle 
slip fitter mount for the installed flexible cable cord. 
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4. OPTICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
 

4.1. Shall have a completely sealed optical system with the exception of the breathing system. 
4.2. Shall have an optical system that has an International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 529 Ingress 

Protection (IP) rating of IP54 or greater.  
4.3. Shall have a mechanism that allows the Luminaire to breathe to prevent over heating by using a 

polyester breathing seal or charcoal filter.  
4.4. Shall have a seal between the reflector and the lens. Felt seals are unacceptable.  
4.5. Shall be a vertical burning high pressure sodium lamp fixture. 
4.6. Shall accommodate either a 250 or 400 watt vertical burning high pressure sodium lamp.  
4.7. Shall have a minimum Illumination Engineering Society (IES) cut off classification of cut off. 
4.8. Shall have a glass lens. Polycarbonate lenses are unacceptable. 
4.9. Shall have a flat glass or sag glass lens. 
4.10. Shall have a light distribution pattern at the road surface that has an evenly dispersed appearance.   

4.10.1. A 250 Watt HPS luminaire or a 400 Watt HPS luminaire shall meet the required light levels at 
the following mounting  and setback requirements when: 

It would be mounted at a height of 45 ft.  
It would be mounted on one side of the roadway. 
It would light 2 to3 lanes that are each twelve feet wide. 
It would have a 36 foot set back from the right lane fog line (right edge of driving lane).  
It would be mounted on poles spaced at 275 feet. 
No light from luminaires placed on the opposite side of the roadway shall be included in any 
light level calculations.   

With the mounting requirements stated above the lighting unit shall provide light levels as 
follows: 

4.10.1.1. Shall have average maintained illuminance in the range of 0.6 to 1.1 foot candles for a 
roadway classification of R2 & R3. These light levels must be documented using lighting 
support software utilizing a Light Loss Factor (LLF) = 0.81. 

4.10.1.2. Shall have uniformity of 3.00:1 not to exceed 4.00:1 
4.10.1.3. Shall have a light distribution in accordance with ANSI/IES standards.  

With the mounting requirements stated above the lighting unit shall provide light levels as 
follows: 

4.10.1.4. Shall have average maintained illuminance in the range of 0.6 to 1.1 foot candles for a 
roadway classification of R2 & R3. These light levels must be documented using lighting 
support software utilizing a Light Loss Factor (LLF) = 0.81. 

4.10.1.5. Shall have uniformity of 3.00:1 not to exceed 4.00:1 
4.10.1.6. Shall have a light distribution in accordance with ANSI/IES standards. 

4.11. Shall provide independent test laboratories IES photometrics which verify light levels. 
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5. WARRANTY: 
 

5.1. The entire luminaire assembly including ballast, igniter, mogul base shall have a minimum of five (5) 
year warranty from the date of installation.  
 

6. MN/DOT ACCEPTANCE TESTING: 
 

6.1. Luminaire will be reviewed against each item listed on this specification. If the luminare is not in 
compliance with each item on this specification it will not be placed on the Lighting Approved 
Products List (APL). 

6.2. Shall be installed by MN/DOT on a 45 foot pole to verify light levels and light pattern. 
6.3. The Minnesota Department of Transportation will verify light levels using the independent test 

laboratories photometrics. 
6.4. The Minnesota Department of Transportation reserves the right at its own expense to perform random 

sample testing on all shipments.  Random sample testing will be completed within 60 days, and as 
soon as possible, after delivery. Mn/DOT shall determine the sampling parameters to be used for the 
random testing. If the units tested fail random testing the units will be removed from the MN/DOT 
Approved Products list for Lighting. 

6.5. Once the Luminaire has been placed on the MN/DOT APL for Lighting no substitution of materials 
will be allowed unless the manufacturer has received written permission in advance from MN/DOT 
allowing the substitution. 

6.6. MN/DOT must be notified of any change to the catalog number. This notification must include the 
reason for the change in catalog number.  
Failure to meet this requirement may cause the luminaire to be eliminated from the MN/DOT 
Approved Products List (APL). 

 
 

 


